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Abstract
Essential for comprehensive and sustainable watershed management is the
need to understand interactions between climate change predictions and
landuse modifications in concert on ecohydrology. The Atlantic Canada region is expected to experience elevated rainfall due to climate change over the
next century. We undertook a predictive modeling study of a watershed in
rural Nova Scotia, Thomas Brook, to investigate the potential of riparian reforestation to mitigate the deleterious environmental effects projected to occur
from future climate change. A Watershed Analysis Risk Management Framework (WARMF) model was used to predict increased watershed flows using
data from projections of the Canadian Regional Climate Change Model. The
cold climate-validated WARMF model, which has been used previously to simulate surface flow hydrology in many agricultural and mixed-use landscapes,
was found to predict increases of 9% to 25% in flow for the Thomas Brook watershed throughout the rest of the century. A spatial, exposure-based model,
used previously in several studies, was adopted for assessing changes in surface water vulnerability based on GIS land-use and landscape topography estimates of nutrient loading, sedimentation, runoff, wetland loss, and stream
geomorphology. This model indicated that increases in drainage intensity and
drainage sensitivity expected through the climate change WARMF model resulted in greater proportions (from 5% to 27%) of the Thomas Brook watershed area being classified as “High vulnerability” for impacting surface
water quality. In terms of land use planning, implementation of runoff and
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nutrient entrapment techniques through low impact development may need
to become increasingly required in order to maintain aquatic health. In terms
of land-use management, empirically increasing the width of riparian forest
buffers was projected to reduce the predicted areal extent of “High vulnerability”. However, widths of 90 m would be required in order to achieve the
same degree of protection that presently exists. Our conclusions are that climate-proofing this watershed through riparian reforestation would come at a
cost in terms of the extent of land needed to be set aside by being taken out of
agricultural production or commercial forestry.
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1. Introduction
Due to a dominating meteorological emphasis that largely or completely ignores
potentially moderating influences of the landscape, many models of the projected effects of climate change on water resources operate in a vacuum of managerial reality. Essential for the long-term sustainable management of watersheds is the need to compare the influences of climate and landuse management
factors in concert (Jones, 2011). Because of this recognition, more researchers
are now undertaking studies that specifically focus on the combined impacts of
future climate and landuse changes on water resources (Velasco et al., 2014;
Tong et al., 2016). And some of this work is being undertaken in Canada (Novotna et al., 2014; El-Khoury et al., 2015), as well as the north-east bioregion of
New England states and the Atlantic Canadian provinces (Talib & Randhir,
2017; France et al., 2018).
Modification of vegetative cover (Nearing et al., 2004; De Munck et al., 2007),
including the restoration of riparian forest buffer strips (France et al., 2018), has
been suggested as a best management practice (BMP) to mitigate climate
change-induced alterations in erosion. The purpose of the present study was to
expand upon previous work (France & Pardy, 2018) concerning landscape influences on surface water vulnerability for a small, rural watershed in Nova Scotia, Canada that has been the subject of extensive study on the aqueous contamination of sediment, nutrients, and bacteria (Jamieson et al., 2003; Sinclair et
al., 2009; Ahmad et al., 2011; Amon-Armah et al., 2013).
The previous 2018 paper (France & Pardy, 2018) was focused solely upon land
use planning and dealt with the current state of affairs. The present work extends
the analysis through futures modeling. In particular and firstly, herein we model
the projected effects of regional climate change, vis-à-vis increased rainfall and
therefore consequent higher runoff, and examine how this will influence the
proportion of land classified as being of “High vulnerability” with respect to impacting water quality. And, secondly, we model how implementing different
DOI: 10.4236/gep.2019.79012
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climate change mitigation scenarios of variable buffer strip width might influence the areal proportion of land in the watershed deemed to be of “High vulnerability”. In both cases, land use planning and management implications are
discussed. In summary, our interest is to examine, through new predictive
modeling, the potential for riparian reforestation to offset deleterious environmental effects that are projected under the auspices of future climate change
scenarios.

2. Study Area
Our climate change model was applied to the Thomas Brook watershed, located
in the Annapolis Valley of Nova Scotia (see regional maps in Ahmad et al.,
2011; Amon-Armah et al., 2013; France & Pardy, 2018). This small, 784 ha watershed is part of the larger 360 km2 Cornwallis River watershed draining into
the Bay of Fundy. The stream network is relatively simple, with several upland
streams merging into a single channel about a third of the way down the watershed, with a total linear drainage length of about 6 km, all being fed by rainfall, ephemeral rivulets, and groundwater seepage. The average channel slope is
3.5%, being steeper in the upper watershed (>10%) and shallower in the lower
reaches (0.5% - 1.3%). Soils are predominantly reddish brown sandy loam
(Cann et al, 1965). Land-use is varied, being primarily (ca 57%) agriculture
(Sinclair et al., 2009), with large patches of forest in the upper watershed and
numerous dwellings in the mid- to lower watershed (Figure 1; see representative landscape photos in France & Pardy, 2018).
The Thomas Brook watershed has experienced degradation of both surface
and groundwater quality due to agricultural and residential development (Jamieson et al., 2003; Sinclair et al., 2009). Because of this, the watershed was selected to be part of a long-term research program of Agriculture and Agri-Food
Canada (2007), in particular through being representative of small, coastal watersheds in Atlantic Canada which experience nutrient loss (Ahmad et al., 2011;
Amon-Armah et al., 2013). As a result, the Watershed Evaluation of Beneficial
Management Practices (WEBs) program was set up to assess the environmental
and economic impacts of different BMPs through hydrologic models of sediment and nutrient export.

3. Methods
3.1. Climate Change Model
We developed realistic predictions of regional climatic changes in precipitation
amounts, and therefore watershed flow, for the Thomas Brook watershed through
use of projections from the Canadian Regional Climate Model (CRCM) and the
Watershed Analysis Risk Management Framework (WARMF) model.
Historical and measured meteorological data were obtained from Environment Canada Nova Scotia and used in the CRCM to generate projections based
on four time frames: Scenario 1—the moderate or short-term past 1962-1990
DOI: 10.4236/gep.2019.79012
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Figure 1. Landuse in the Thomas Brook watershed used to estimate nutrient loading for the water vulnerability model of Purdum (1997) as applied to the Nova Scotia watershed by France & Pardy (2018), and as described in the text.

(“M P”), Scenario 2—the present or near future 2011-2040 (“P/N F”), Scenario
3—the moderate or short-term future 2041-2070 (“M F”), and Scenario 4—the
more distant or long-term future 2071-2099 (“M D F”), following the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)’s Special Report on Emissions
(SRES) scenarios for North America over this period. The CRCM is a limited-area
nested model, based on fully elastic non-hydrostatic Euler equations (Madani,
2010) solved by a non-centered algorithm (Laprise et al., 1998; Caya & Laprise,
1999). The CRCM uses a polar stereographic projection on a horizontal grid with
vertical resolution made based on height terrain (Madani, 2010) as described in
Scinocca & McFarlane (2004) and Music & Caya (2007). Climate model outputs
included maximum, minimum, and mean annual temperatures, and corresponding average precipitation amounts, which were then inputted into the watershed
model.
The WARMF model is believed by experienced water resource engineers to
offer potential benefits to agricultural planners through its integration of both
DOI: 10.4236/gep.2019.79012
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historical (i.e. long-term climate datasets) and future projected (i.e. general circulation models and GCM outputs) climate data (Madani, 2009). WARMF is a
moderate spatial resolution, watershed-scale model used to simulate surface flow
hydrology and water quality in agricultural and mixed-use landscapes (Chen et
al., 1998). The model has been peer-reviewed (EPRI, 2000) and successfully applied in more than a dozen (mostly US) watershed studies (Keller et al., 2004;
USEPA, 2009; see additional case studies cited in Dayyani et al., 2013). The
WARMF model was calibrated and cold-climate validated for an agricultural
watershed in Quebec, were it was found to be able to accurately (i.e. R2 of 0.92
between observed and simulated values) estimate hydrology and nutrient loading under different land use management and climatic scenarios (Dayyani et al.,
2013). The present study uses the model formulations detailed in Chen et al.
(1998) as adapted to Canadian climate conditions by Dayyani et al. (2013), to estimate daily surface flows at the outlet of our target watershed for each of the
four climate change timeframe scenarios.
Inputs to run the CRCM climate simulations of the WARMF model for the
Thomas Brook watershed were obtained from Madani’s (2010) reworking of tabulated GIS data on soils, land use, hydrologic boundaries, stream network, watershed slope, aspect, and width (all via DEM) from Ahmad et al. (2011) and for
Manning’s roughness coefficient (n) for each sub-basin land type from a standard hydrology handbook.

3.2. Watershed Landscape Model
We next examined the influence of forested riparian buffers on mitigating the
projected effects of climate change as predicted by the WARMF model. This was
accomplished through use of the spatial, exposure-based model of Purdum (1997),
originally developed for an agricultural township in Michigan, and applied to the
Thomas Brook watershed by France & Pardy (2018). The model results are
GIS-created maps of surface water vulnerability. Of importance is the finding
from the previous work in the Thomas Brook watershed that shows a strong
concordance in the derived mapped outputs between the time-efficient and
cost-effective Purdum model and those obtained over multiple years using detailed, effects-based hydrologic models (Ahmad et al., 2011), thereby demonstrating the utility of the present, simple geospatial model.
As detailed in Purdum (1997) and France & Pardy (2018), surface water vulnerability is assessed based on the serial integration and evaluation of three types
of spatially-explicit geographic data: 1) Sources of Land Use-induced Change; 2)
Intensity of Drainage; and 3) Sensitivity of Drainage Basins to Change. The
model is based on the step-wise inclusion of information contained within three
to four simple rankings categorized based on values obtained from the literature
and expressed (i.e. mapped) as dimensionless variables (Purdum, 1997). Data
types and sources are provided in France & Pardy (2018). The first step of model
development is to determine the Sum of Sources of Land Use-induced Change.
This was determined by integrating database overlays from 5 spatially-assessed
DOI: 10.4236/gep.2019.79012
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variables: nutrient loading (based on landuse, Figure 1), erosion and sedimentation, stormwater runoff, adjacent wetland loss, and alteration of stream morphology. Identification of the locations more susceptible to change is estimated
by the drainage intensity, which is dependent on the area of the drainage basin,
land use and cover typology, and the movement of rainfall through the drainage
network (Marsh, 1997). By using a simulation of a 100-year storm, the estimated
peak discharges are compared and categorized as low, medium, or high potential
energy in the landscape to affect change. Output was calculated using the “flow
accumulation” tool in ArcGIS with the DEM as an input. This allows an output
of accumulated weight of all cells flowing into adjacent downslope cells which
are then reclassified into the ranks above. The assessment of the Intensity of
Change is determined from a matrix combining each location’s drainage intensity with its previously derived Sum of the Sources of Land Use-Induced Change.
The shape of the land will influence the movement of runoff and the consequent
transport of contaminants (Ferguson & Debo, 1989). The potential for this to
occur is based on a location’s surrounding topography (Purdum, 1997). The output is the result of a matrix of ranked proximity to a stream, depth of the water table, and flow accumulation. Sensitivity of drainage basin zones (Figure 2) were
categorized as low for upland locations where dispersed overland sheet flow will
occur, medium for collection zones in which runoff is concentrated, and high for
conveyance zones where runoff can directly enter surface waters. The final assessments of the Vulnerability to Change of surface waters is determined from a
matrix combining each location’s sensitivity of drainage basin zones with its
previously derived Intensity of Change.
Existing conditions in the watershed (France & Pardy, 2018) were determined to
be the following: 96.0%, 0.8%, and 3.2% of the watershed area represented respectively by Low, Medium, and High drainage intensity; 8.6%, 67.7%, and 17.7% of
the watershed represented respectively by Low, Medium, and High drainage sensitivity (Figure 2); and finally 14.3%, 20.1%, and 65.6% of the watershed represented
respectively by Low, Medium, and High Vulnerability to Change. As mentioned,
there was a strong concordance between the precise locations designated to be of the
High vulnerability category and those areas deemed to pose the most serious threat
to contaminating water determined by the SWAT model of Ahmad et al. (2011).
We examined four scenarios of climate change due to the WARMF model predictions of increased watershed flow: Scenario 1—ascribing all Medium drainage sensitivity polygons in Figure 2 to Medium drainage intensity; Scenario 2—ascribing
all High drainage sensitivity polygons to Medium drainage intensity; Scenario
3—ascribing all High drainage sensitivity polygons to High drainage intensity;
and the combined worst case example of Scenario 4—ascribing all Medium drainage sensitivity polygons to Medium drainage intensity as well as ascribing all
High drainage sensitivity polygons to High drainage intensity. The goal was to determine how these realistic climate-induced changes due to increased watershed
runoff and flow affected the proportion of the watershed classified with “High water vulnerability”.
DOI: 10.4236/gep.2019.79012
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Figure 2. Sensitivity of drainage basin zones determined by the Purdum
(1997) model as applied to Thomas Brook by France & Pardy (2018), and
described in the text.

Finally, we then examined how the establishment of forested riparian buffer
strips might mitigate the projected effects of climate change. Here, four scenarios of differing widths of vegetative cover were investigated based on Ontario’s
recommended guidelines for riparian “areas of concern” (France et al., 2002;
France, 2002a): 30 m, 50 m, 70 m, and 90 m for lakes susceptible to acidification,
food web manipulation, and deforestation (Howell et al., 1990; Ramcharan et al.,
1996; France, 1995). All polygons within these distances from streams (the network of streams can be ascertained in Figure 2) were therefore ascribed to the
forest category of landuse. Again, the final result of interest was the areal proportion of the watershed classified with “High water vulnerability”, in this case
under the respective scenarios of differing amounts of riparian reforestation.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Climate Change and Watershed Flow
The CRCM projected mean daily temperatures for the Bay of Fundy region of
DOI: 10.4236/gep.2019.79012
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Nova Scotia from about 3.4˚C (moderate past), to 5.0˚C (present/near future), to
6.3˚C (moderate future), to 8.3˚C (more distant future) over the timespan from
1962 to 2099. Average annual precipitation is likewise projected to increase from
about 11.2 cm, to 11.6 cm, to 11.5 cm, to 12.2 cm over this period.
The WARMF model for the Thomas Brook watershed predicted progressive
increases in annual flow in consequence of the CRCM predictions of climate
change (Figure 3). Therefore, in comparison to the value for the “present/near
future” (P/N F) time-period of 2011-2040 of 9.90 ± 1.30 m, future climate
change is predicted to increase average annual watershed flow by about 10% for
the “moderate or short-term future” (M F) period of 2041-2070 (i.e. 10.89 ± 1.60
m), and by about 30% for the “more distant or long-term future” (M D F) period
of 2071-2099 (i.e. 12.82 ± 1.48 m).

4.2. Climate Change and Surface Water Vulnerability
Increasing the drainage intensity and drainage sensitivity rankings in the Purdum GIS model in consequence of the higher watershed flow projected to occur
from climate change, increased the areal proportion of “High vulnerability” for
the Thomas Brook watershed. Therefore, in comparison to the existing value
65.6% previously determined for this watershed (France & Pardy, 2018), the
areal proportion designated as “High vulnerability” was elevated to between
78.1% and 89.3% depending on the scenario (Figure 4). Climate changes in
drainage patterns are therefore predicted to enlarge the area of the Thomas
Brook watershed deemed to be of “High vulnerability” for impacting surface
water quality by as much as 16% to 24%. The implications of such future conditions developing for Atlantic Canadian watersheds will be profound, necessitating serious examinations made of exactly where, what, and how landuse activities are, and should be, undertaken.

Figure 3. Projected mean (±SD) annual surface flows (m) for the Thomas
Brook watershed under auspices of the climate change (CRCM, WARMF)
model, as described in the text. Climate scenarios (left to right) are designated as M P = Moderate past, P/N F = Present/Near future, M F = Moderate future, and M D F = More distant future. Samples sizes (from left to
right) are 21 (M P), 36 (P/N F), 20 (M F), and 17 (M D F).
DOI: 10.4236/gep.2019.79012
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Figure 4. Estimated areal proportion of the Thomas Brook watershed characterized by the Purdum model as being “High vulnerability” for impacting
surface water quality in response to predicted scenarios of climate changes
in drainage patterns (designated as C 1, C 2, C 3, and C 4) and as ameliorated by riparian forest management (designated as buffer strip widths of
30 m, 50 m, 70 m, and 90 m), as described in the text. “Ex” = existing conditions as determined by France & Pardy (2018).

The effect of nutrient export upon eutrophication is dependent on precipitation, runoff, and watershed flow, and can occur through two major transport
pathways. Because nitrogen, the element limiting marine productivity, is exported
from watersheds in aqueous form, control of flow is essential for managing the eutrophication of estuaries. Nitrogen export rates are susceptible to changes in climate, in particular to alterations in rainfall, due to being tightly coupled with
flow (Dayyani et al., 2010, 2013). Previous work in the Thomas Brook watershed
(Ahmad et al., 2011; Amon-Armah et al., 2013) using the SWAT model to simulate nonpoint source pollution, predicted tillage practices to have an influence
on nitrate leaching and soil erosion. Because phosphorus, the element limiting
freshwater productivity, can be transported through movement of soil particles,
control of erosion is essential for managing the eutrophication of lakes and rivers. Soil erosion rates are susceptible to changes in climate, in particular to alterations in rainfall (Nearing et al., 2004; Hatfield & Prueger, 2004), due to the
erosive force of rain being directly related to both surface and inter ill erosion
(France, 1997; France et al., 1998). Previous work for another watershed in Nova
Scotia (France et al., 2018), using an integrated (GIS, RUSLE) model, predicted
increases in total erosion rates of 4.9% to 9.9% over the next 25 years, and 25%
for the subsequent quarter of a century.

4.3. Mitigating Riparian Reforestation and Surface Water
Vulnerability
Establishing forested riparian buffer strips in the Purdum GIS model decreased
DOI: 10.4236/gep.2019.79012
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the areal proportion of “High vulnerability” sites for the Thomas Brook watershed depending on the width scenario implemented. This occurred from the
predicted value of 89.3% for climate change scenario 4 to values of 84.6%, 79.2%,
70.8% and 62.4% with respect to corresponding buffer strips of 30 m, 50 m, 70
m, and 90 m width (Figure 4). Riparian reforestation is therefore predicted to
have the potential to diminish the area of the Thomas Brook watershed deemed
to be of “High vulnerability” for impacting surface water quality by up to 5% to
27%. Significantly, only the implementation of a protective buffer of 90 m width
resulted in a comparable watershed area of “High vulnerability” (i.e. 62.4%) to
that of present-day existing conditions (i.e. 65.6% (France & Pardy, 2018)). The
implications for Atlantic Canadian watersheds will be of serious concern, as it
could consequent reductions in the amount of land available for agricultural
production and timber harvest.
Considerable experience in agricultural and timber management in Atlantic
Canada has indicated that riparian zones there provide a large suite of ecosystem
services for watersheds, with widths of 20 m generally being required along all
watercourses in Nova Scotia. Such a width is consistent with recommendations
for the region based on comprehensive reviews of the literature (Rideout, 2012;
Stoffyn-Egli & Duinker, 2013). In one study, for example, Vaidya et al. (2008)
found nitrogen increased in Nova Scotia streams following clear cutting, with
improvements in water quality ensuing through establishment of buffers of 20 m
to 30 m in width. However, all these studies did not consider the implications of
increased watershed flow on nutrient and sediment export in consequence of regional climate change projections. Toward this end, France et al. (2018) predicted buffer strips to reduce potential erosion rates by 11% to 32% depending
on width for another Nova Scotian watershed, and that a width of 70 m would
necessary in order to offset the increase in soil erosion predicted from climate
change.

5. Implications for Land Use Planning and Management
The present analysis suggests that with greater proportions of the surface area of
watersheds designated as being of “High vulnerability” with respect to impacting
water quality under scenarios of future climate change, the contentious management decision of setting development caps to limit the amount of new sprawl
(France, 2006) may need to be examined. As urbanization results in the highest
amount runoff of any form of land use, adoption of low impact development
(LID) practices such as rain gardens, bioretention swales, porous pavement, etc.
(France, 2002b) could have to become de rigueur. For agricultural areas, which
also generate substantial amounts of runoff, adoption of farming practices such
as conservation tillage, crop rotation, flow diversion terracing, etc. (Yang et al.,
2008, 2009) could also become essential.
Reforesting riparian buffers is recognized to be an important tool in overall
watershed restoration (Williams, 1997). And Capron et al. (2013) will probably
DOI: 10.4236/gep.2019.79012
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be proven correct in their prediction that over the next century riparian zones
will become the “hotspots” for research and management concerning adaptation
to climate change, as supported by another modeling by us (France et al., 2019).
The present analysis suggests that employing a 90 m buffer strip to maintain the
equivalent degree of environmental protection as presently exists in the face of
future climate change, based on the areal extent of “High water vulnerability”,
will subsume more of the watershed. The result will be economic losses to the
resource sector in consequence of having to expand buffer strip widths. In other
words, climate-proofing such as watersheds through riparian reforestation will
only come at a cost. Difficult trade-off decisions will therefore have to be made
in terms of finding a societally-agreed upon balance between the areal extent of
land that will be increasingly needed to be set aside in order to ensure surface
water quality and that continued to be allotted for agricultural production and
commercial forestry.
Although the present study site of the Thomas Brook watershed is one that
was carefully selected by the Canadian Federal Government in consequence of it
being deemed representative of many such in the region (AAFC, 2007), it is still
only a single system. When one considers that the Purdum water vulnerability
model (Purdum, 1997) is spatially-explicit and therefore closely dependent upon
the idiosyncrasies of landscape topography and land use for the location to
which it is applied, the limitation of the present study becomes obvious. The
Thomas Brook watershed is characterized by a shallow channel slope (France &
Pardy, 2018). Additional research should be undertaken to model scenarios of
future climate change for other watersheds of higher relief. In such cases, it is
reasonable to predict that ameliorative land use planning with respect to buffer
strip management could have a more dramatic influence on surface water vulnerability than that shown in the present study.
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